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Background: Bug reports are one of the most crucial information sources for software
engineering offering answers to many questions. Yet, getting these answers is not always

easy; the information in bug reports is often implicit and some processes are required

to extract the meaning of these reports. Most research in this area employ a supervised
learning approach to classify bug reports so that required types of reports could be

identified. However, this approach often requires an immense amount of time and effort,

the resources that already too scarce in many projects.
Aims: We aim to develop an automated framework that can categorize bug reports,

according to their grammatical structure without the need for labeled data.

Method: Our framework categorizes bug reports according to their text similarity
using topic modeling and a clustering algorithm. Each group of bug reports are labeled

with our new clustering labeling algorithm specifically made for clusters in the topic
space. Our framework is highly customizable with a modular approach and options

to incorporate available background knowledge to improve its performance, while our

cluster labeling approach make use of natural language process (NLP) chunking to create
the representative labels.

Results: Our experiment results demonstrate that the performance of our unsuper-

vised framework is comparable to a supervised learning one. We also show that our
labeling process is capable of labeling each cluster with phrases that are representative
for that cluster’s characteristics.

Conclusion: Our framework can be used to automatically categorize the incoming
bug reports without any prior knowledge, as an automated labeling suggestion system

or as a tool for obtaining knowledge about the structure of the bug report repository.

Keywords: Automated bug report categorization; topic modeling; clustering; cluster la-
beling.

1. Introduction

Bug reports offer important insight into the status of the software project; they

can be used to estimating the bug-fixing time [1, 2], deciding which bug should be
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fixed [3], or analyzing the bug type distribution [4,5]. Categorization is one way to

extract meaningful information from bug reports. Traditionally, these reports are

inspected and categorized by humans; this approach has good accuracy and flex-

ibility. However, the time it takes to understand each individual report combined

with the numerous numbers of reports make manually reading through them im-

practical or even impossible in many situations [5]. It is clear that in order to use

categorization in a practical environment, an automated system is needed.

Many approaches using supervised learning [6–8] have been proposed to au-

tomate the process of obtaining information from bug reports. These approaches

construct a classification model from the training data of the labeled bug reports

that can later be used to automatically categorize new incoming data into pre-

determined labels. The advantage of this approach is that it can greatly reduce

the amount of human effort required after a classification model is built. Howev-

er, building that said model is, sometimes, quite difficult. The supervised learning

approach requires a lot of labeled bug reports to construct its model [7], but these

reports are often unavailable in many software engineering projects.

There are mainly two options that can be used to obtain labeled data for the

project without historical data. The first approach is manual inspection [5], which as

mentioned previously requires a great amount of human effort. The second is a cross-

project classification [9–11], which builds a classification model from the labeled

dataset of another project. While this approach has its own advantages, there are

also some limitations. Depending on the characteristics between the target and

training projects, the same class might not represent the same concept and would

be better to differently represent. To illustrate, while both Debian and HttpClient

projects have bug reports in a network category, their impacts are starkly different.

In an operating system project such as Debian, network bug, while still important,

is not as critical as in HttpClient that mainly focus on communicating. Instead of

grouping every network bugs in just one class, it would make much more sense for

HttpClient to divide this class into several categories.

Another way to obtain knowledge from bug reports is unsupervised learning

which extracts information from the underlying structure of unlabeled bug reports.

The major advantage of this method is its ability to categorize the bug reports with-

out the need for pre-labeled data. Also, since knowledge obtained by this method

is not limited by the pre-determined categories, using this method may allow in-

formation to be discovered that might otherwise be easily overlooked by supervised

learning.

While using unsupervised learning offers many advantages, this approach has

not been applied to classify bug reports. Moreover, this approach still requires some

human effort to understand the obtained categories. In other application domains,

there have been many attempts to automate a cluster labeling process [7, 12–14]

in order to make them easier to comprehend by labeling these clusters with more

representative names. Most approaches do this by using either the most prevalen-
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t words in that cluster or bigrams of words in the cluster. However, while using

these methods makes the cluster result easier to understand to some degree, using

the n-gram does not take into account the grammatical meaning of sentences; its

prerequisite is just adjacent terms in a string. Therefore, in many cases, the cluster

that is labeled by the verb phrase will be quite counter-intuitive for a human in-

spector since we normally label a group of things using a noun phrase. For example,

between wont connect and connection timeout, the second one is more likely to be

a better label candidate.

This paper extends our workshop paper and gives improvements and further

investigation on the performance of our previous categorization framework [15].

In that paper, an almost fully automatic framework was proposed to categorize

bug reports, according to their textual contents . That paper also provided a new

technique for automatically labeling a cluster using NLP chunking [16] and top

words from relevant topics of that cluster.

While the previous paper shows a potential of the proposed framework, there are

still many questions left unanswered: Is using topic modeling actually help improve

the categorization performance? Is it stable? How well does it perform compared to

cross-project classification? These questions are answered in this paper.

Another problem is that the previous labeling algorithm lacks the variety in its

suggesting labels; a few high ranking words dominates almost its entire suggesting

labels. For example a word JUnit, although it is representative for its BUG related

cluster, appears in 9 out of 10 of the suggesting phrases. This lowers the coverage

of the suggesting labels, which is not a good thing. To counter the lack of term

variation, this paper presents a new weighted reduction algorithm to increase the

variety of terms in the suggesting labels.

Our result shows that our method can distinguish between different types of bug

reports and can categorize them into different groups with a performance result

comparable to the supervised learning approach. It also shows that our cluster

labeling method can generate representative labels for clusters built in topic vector

space.

This paper is organized as follows. We discuss the Preliminaries in Section II.

Section III describes our method. Section IV explains our experimental design.

Experiment results are reported in Section V, threats to validity in Section VI, and

related works in Section VII. Section VIII concludes our research and future work.

2. Preliminaries

2.1. Supervised Learning Approach

Supervised learning is widely used in the area of software engineering; the most

prevalent method is a classification that trains a classification model with training

dataset to later be used to classified new incoming data [7]. Each instance in the

train dataset is labeled with its actual class; these classes are pre-determined and

act as prior knowledge which the model will try to learn.
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While this approach is widely used and clearly has its own advantages, its major

problem lies in its absolute requirement for the prior knowledge; without this infor-

mation the classification model simply can-not be built and obtaining this knowl-

edge is far from easy. Since to obtain a good classification model, a large amount

of training data is needed, human inspection is required in order to prepare this

dataset. In Herzig et.al [5], a large amount of time and effort are spent to reclassify

bug report categories.

One way for supervised learning to mitigate this problem is cross-project clas-

sification [9–11]. This method builds a classification model from a dataset from

another project instead of using its own. This generally makes obtaining training

data become easier, and it also makes the concept that the model learns become

much more general. However this generality, sometimes, becomes its own downfall.

When the classification model is intended to be used only in one project, the project

manager will definitely want a model that best performs on that said project, not

one that works best in general. Technically, the decision boundary that the mod-

el used to categorize each class will be distorted causing parts of the data to be

misclassified.

2.2. Unsupervised Learning Approach

Some research in this area uses unsupervised learning to find hidden structures

within their data. It is commonly used in bug triaging [17], duplicate bug report

detection [18] and in topic modeling [6, 19]. The main advantage of this approach

is the non-requirement of a training dataset. This greatly helps reduce the amount

of effort required to obtain and process prior knowledge which would otherwise be

needed for the supervised learning.

Aside from this, the amount of knowledge obtainable from supervised learning is

also limited by its prior knowledge; supervised learning cannot comprehend anything

beyond which it is specifically taught. This means that supervised learning will

always categorize bug report to the predetermined class which, sometimes, is not

the best approach since a certain class might be better represented as two or more

in certain situations.

2.3. Topic Modeling

Topic modeling is an unsupervised learning technique that captures the underlying

structure of the document repository by grouping co-occurrence words into the same

topic [20, 21]. The result is a set of topics, a cluster of words that likely to share

the same meaning. A document can be associated with topics using a topic propor-

tion vector that indicates what topics that document is associated with. The more

the document relates to the topic, the more proportion is assigned to that topic.

Compared to the bag-of-words [8, 22], topic modeling can greatly reduce the effect

of data sparseness, which is one of the main problems of the word-level approach.

In addition, this approach also help reduces synonymy and polysemy problems by
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grouping the co-occurrence words together. This generally makes documents much

easier to distinguish and it reduces the computation time for both supervised and

unsupervised learning.

In the software engineering field, there are several research areas that use topic

modeling. However most of them are used in bug triaging [17] and duplicate detec-

tion [18], while only a few of them are applied to the categorization and knowledge

discovery of bug reports. Plingclasai et.al [8] has shown that this area could benefit

from topic modeling and could significantly improve classification performance of

bug reports by just adopting it instead of using a word-level model [23]. The problem

is that using this approach alone is often not enough to understand the underlying

structure of bug reports; even with topics proportion demonstrated, comprehending

the similarity of each bug report in high dimensional data space is far from easy.

3. Methodology

We present our methodology in this section. Our framework can be divided in-

to three main phases: Topic Modeling, Clustering and Cluster Labeling. The first

phase, Topic Modeling, is to preprocessing raw bug reports textual content. These

bug reports are then projected into topic document vectors, a format which can

easily be utilized by machine learning algorithms. In the second phase, projected

bug reports are categorized according to its textual similarity using clustering algo-

rithm. Finally, in the Cluster Labeling phase, each group of bug reports is labeled

by phrases that portray its characteristics.

3.1. Topic Modeling Phase

Bug reports are projected onto topic vector space in this phase. This projection pro-

cesses and transforms bug reports into a more manageable form, and topic modeling

is employed instead of the bag-of-words to mitigate data sparseness as well as the

effect of word ambiguity. The input of this phase is bug reports in the XML format,

and the outputs are topic membership vectors of all the bug reports in the corpus

and the top word list of each topic. This list also contains the proportion of each

top word in each topic. Our topic modeling phase consists of four steps, presented

in Figure 1.

Fig. 1. Diagram of our Topic Modeling phase
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1. Parsing Raw incoming bug reports are in XML format; therefore, some non-

textual information such as tags, attributes and declarations are also in-

cluded. For each bug report, three sections: title, description and comments

are extracted and combined into a single text file.

2. Tokenization In this step, in order to transform these bug reports into a more

processive form, we a tokenize stream of text from the previous step. The

parsed stream of text is broken into words and unnecessary punctuation is

removed.

3. Stop Words Removal Since many words in English hold little to no meaning

when alone, they will not provide useful information when transformed into

a topic vector space that disregards their position. Therefore, these words

are removed. The Stop list from mallet 2.0.7 is used in this step.

4. Topic Modeling Topic modeling is applied in this step in order to project

bug reports onto the topic vector space. The Hierarchical Dirichlet Process

(HDP) [20] is chosen as our topic modeler due to its ability to infer the

number of topics automatically, hence reducing tuning effort and making

our framework become much more automatic.

We also provide results from Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) topic

modeling [21]. While this process is less automatic and some amount of

tuning is required, it could provide a significant performance improvement

when properly tuned. Note that even if we only use HDP and LDA in our

experiments, our framework is modular. As such, other topic modelers can

also be easily applied. This allows our framework to be adjusted according

to data structure and the actual situation in which it will be employed.

The outputs of this process are bug reports in topic vector space and the top

words list of each topic. Bug reports are represented by a set of topic membership

vectors; each vector represents a bug report and consists of a set of topics with its

proportion. Frequently co-occurring words are grouped into a topic and top words

from each topic are output in the top words list.

3.2. Clustering Phase

To categorize bug reports without the need for any prior knowledge of the data, a

clustering technique is used. In this phase, topic membership vectors representing

bug reports from the previous phase are grouped and categorized according to their

textual similarity. Any clustering algorithm can be used in this phase, depending on

preferred categorization criteria and available information about dataset structure.

This available information can easily be utilized, which allows a boarder range of

algorithm to be used and improves the categorizing performance. For example, when

the number of categories existing in the dataset is known, a clustering algorithm

that can specify the number of clusters should be employed. On the other hand, if

there is no known information about the dataset structure, an algorithm that can

automatically infer the number of clusters on its own should be used instead.
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The clustering methods used in our experiments are Expectation Maximization

(EM) and the X-means algorithm [24]; both are methods that can automatically

estimate the number of clusters. All experiments using X-means in this paper set a

minimum number of clusters to 2 and maximum to 10. Both of the clustering algo-

rithms are employed using Weka 3.6.3. [25] The output of this process is the cluster

assignment, which indicates which bug report belongs to which cluster. Figure 2

summarizes our Clustering phase.

Fig. 2. Diagram of our Clustering phase

3.3. Cluster Labeling Phase

Understanding the result of clustering is difficult because normal clustering tech-

niques do not provide adequate descriptions to understand the meaning behind

their results. This means that the task of interpreting the meaning of each cluster

is often left to its user.

While there are many algorithms already proposed for cluster labeling [12–14]

and topic naming [26, 27], they are not directly applicable for our work, which

performs clustering in the topic space. Most cluster labeling algorithms are designed

for word-level clustering, not for topic-level. Similarly, just finding a set of important

topics and then using topic naming algorithms will either limit the labeling result

to a set of terms or disregard the term co-occurrence between topics. With this in

mind, we suggest three algorithms for labeling clusters in topic vector space.

Title of the closest instance: Cluster Labeling: One of the simplest methods

for labeling a cluster of documents, this method sorts the instances (bug

reports) in each cluster according to their distance from the cluster center,

and then uses the title of the closest instance to label the cluster.

While this method is both straightforward and easy to implement, its
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result can be misleading; largely because the result depends on how infor-

mative the report’s title is in that particular bug report.

Adjusted Jensen-Shannon Divergence: Cluster Labeling: Labeling accord-

ing to the adjusted Jensen-Shannon Divergence, makes slight modifications

to the important word extraction method proposed by Carmelet et al [13].

This method selects a set of top ranking topics for each cluster according

to two criteria: First, the Jensen-Shannon Divergence, DJS, between the

target cluster and the other clusters, has to be as high as possible. The

Jensen-Shannon Divergence is measured for each dimension (topic), from

the centroid of the target cluster to the centroid of other clusters. Second,

in addition to having the highest possible Jensen-Shannon Divergence, the

selected topic has to have an averaged topic distribution higher than the

averaged topic distributions of that topic in other clusters. The MaxDJS

can be calculated by Eq.1.

MaxDJS =
TopicNum

max
i=1

( J∑
j=1

P (i)log
P (i)

M(i, j)
+

J∑
j=1

Q(i, j)log
Q(i, j)

M(i, j)
) (1)

P is the centroid of the target cluster; P(i) is the location of P in Topici
dimension. Q is centroid of other cluster; Q(i, j) is the location of other

clusterj in Topici. J is the number of clusters. M(i,j) is computed by Eq.2.

M(i, j) =
1

2× (P (i) + Q(i, j))
(2)

After obtaining a set of top ranking topics for each cluster, the top words

of these clusters are then assigned as the clusters’ labels.

Figure 3 shows a diagram of this process.

Fig. 3. Diagram of Adjusted Jensen-Shannon Divergence: Cluster Labeling
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NLP Chunk: Cluster Labeling: This novel method takes term co-occurrence

between topics into account, labeling clusters with noun phrases extracted

via a NLP chunker. This method consists of four main steps: Important

Topics Extraction, Important Words Extraction, Noun Phrase Extraction,

and NLP Chunk labeling. These steps are summarized in Figure 4.

Fig. 4. Diagram of NLP Chunk: Cluster Labeling

(1) Important Topics Extraction: The inputs to this step are topic membership

vectors, the output of 3.1, and the assignment of the interested cluster from

3.2. A set of important topics for each cluster is acquired by ranking topics

according to the ratio between each cluster’s average probability distribution

in that cluster and the average probability distribution of the entire dataset.

The idea is that the topics with the highest probability distribution in the

specific cluster when compared to the corpus average are likely to be the best

representatives for that cluster. This phrase, however, does not directly take

each topic word distribution into account, but only selecting a top important

topic for each cluster.

The average probability distribution of topici in clusterj is equal to the sum

of topic i proportion from all documents in cluster j divided by the number of

documents in cluster j. The equation is show in Eq. 3.

AV GTopicDistribution(Topici, Clusterj) =

1

nj

∑
Reportx∈Clusterj

TopicDistribution(Topici, Reportx)

(3)

The variable nj is the number of instances (bug reports) that are assigned to
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clusterj. For the entire dataset average distribution, simply replace clusterj with

the set of all instances in the bug report corpus.

The ratio of each Topici in clusterj can then be calculated by dividing the

average Topici proportion of clusterj with the average Topici proportion of the

entire document corpus. The equation is shown in Eq. 4.

Ratio(Topici, Clusterj) =
AV GTopicDistribution(Topici, Clusterj)

AV GTopicDistribution(Topici, EntireCorpus)
(4)

All topics are ranked according to their ratio, and then output as a set of the

top relevant topics. These topics can also be used to generate the label list of

the cluster, by selecting the top word of each topic in the set. This relevant

topics set is used as input for the following step.

(2) Important Words Extraction: The previous step does not take the word

distribution into account, this means it will neglects the second and later rank-

ing words in the topic even though they might have probability distribution

closed to the top one. Since same word can appear multiple times in the dif-

ferent topics, it is entirely possible that using only the topic distribution ratio

will result in discarding potential representative words. To solve this problem,

we propose using Eq. 5 to ranking words obtain from the set of top relevant

topics.

WordScore(wordk, Clusterj) =

TopicNum∑
i=1

Ratio(Topici, Clusterj)×P (wordk|i)

(5)

P(wordk|i) represents the probability distribution of wordk in topici, and this

combined with the summation of all relevant topics makes it possible for subse-

quent words to obtain a higher TermScore than a top word if it appears multiple

times in several topics. Each word is then sorted according to their WordScore

into a relevant word list, which can also be used as a label list. This relevant

word list is used as input for the last step, NLP Chunks labeling.

(3) Noun Phrases Extraction In this step, a set of noun phrases are extracted

from the interested cluster. The inputs for this step are raw bug reports from the

interested cluster. A Natural Language Processing (NLP) chunker from Apache

OpenNLP [16] Library version 1.5.3 is used to extract a set of noun phrases

from these bug reports. A noun phrase is used instead of other phrase types, as

it is more informative and more prevalent [28]. The output of this phrase, the

chunked list, is used as input for the next step.

(4) NLP Chunks Labeling This step labels each cluster with its most represen-

tative noun phrases. The inputs for this step are a relevant word list and a

chunked list. Each noun phrase in the chunked list is scored according to Eq. 6.

PhraseScore(Phrasem, Clusterj) =
∑

k∈Phrasem

WordScore(wordk, Clusterj)

(6)
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The Phrasem score in Clusterj is the summation of the WordScore of all words in

Phrasem. After the score calculations are complete, all phrases are then sorted

using their score.

However, we found that using this scoring method alone will usually result

in only a few of the most important words dominating the label list. To give the

label list more variety, the score of words that already appeared several times

in the phrase list are adjusted to have less and less impact on the PhraseScore.

This is done by reducing the score of the sorted phrase list, from Eq.6, using

Eq.7.

ReductionScore(Phrasem, Clusterj) =∑
k∈Phrasem

WordScore(wordk, Clusterj)×
X2

k

(X2
k + 1)

(7)

X is the number of times wordk already appears in the higher ranking phrases.

After this score reduction, the phrase list is then sorted again to represent its

new ranking. The output of this process is a noun phrase list representing the

interested cluster.

4. Experimental-Design

We describe the measurements used, the experimented datasets, and the

experimental-design in this section. The goal of these experiments is to demon-

strate the performance of the proposed framework in various perspectives, and the

specific goals for each experiment are given in the experimental-design subsection.

4.1. Measurements

In this section, we describe five measurements used in our experiments: Cluster’s

Purity, Accuracy, Precision, Recall and F-measure (F1). All clustering results are

evaluated via external evaluation, by using known class labels.

Cluster’s Purity Cluster purity is a simple measure to evaluate how pure the

cluster’s result is according to the predetermine categories, classes. This measure

can be calculated using Eq.8.

Purity(ClusterResult, Categories) =
1

n

∑
j

maxi|Clusterj ∩ Classi| (8)

The ClusterResult is a set of Clusters, {Cluster1, Cluster2,..., Clusterj} while

Categories represent the set of categories (classes) {Categories1, Categories2,...,

Categoriesi}. The n variable is the total number of instances in the entire data

corpus.

To summarize, each cluster will be assigned to its predominant class. How-

ever, in the case where there is a class not assigned to any cluster, a cluster

containing the highest ratio between the number of unassigned class and the

number of instances in that cluster, will be reassigned.
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Accuracy Accuracy is similar to the cluster’s purity, but it is used on the classifica-

tion result instead of clustering. It grants a basic idea of how many instances are

correctly classified in relation to the total number of instances. The arithmetic

equation is shown in Eq. 9.

Accuracy =
|Correctly Classified Instance|

Total number of instance
(9)

F-measure F-measure, or F1, is used to evaluate the results of both clustering and

classification. In the case of clustering, the same method as in cluster’s purity

is used to assign a class to each cluster. This measure is a harmonic means of

precision and recall, which can be computed via Eq. 10 and Eq. 11, respective-

ly. The calculation is applied to each class separately, then combined using a

weight average.

A true positive indicates the number of instances in the interested class, a

positive class, that are correctly classified while a false positive represents the

number of instances from other classes mis-assigned into the positive class. A

false negative is the number of positive classes that are incorrectly classified to

any other classes.

Precision =
TruePositive

TruePositive + FalsePositive
(10)

This precision provides us with the insight as to how accurate the prediction

is, in relation to the number of the predictions made.

Recall =
TruePositive

TruePositive + FalseNegative
(11)

Recall indicates the completeness of the prediction in the interested class. In

other words, recall shows how many instances in the interested class that the

classifier misses, in relation to the actual number of instances in the interested

class.

When the two measures above are calculated, the f-measure can be computed

using Eq. 12.

F1 =
2× Precision×Recall

Precision + Recall
(12)

After obtaining the f-measure for each class, the final overall result is summa-

rized using the weight average which takes the number of instances from each

class into account.

4.2. Datasets

The experimented bug reports are from three datasets of our previous research [5],

and which are manually classified by experts using a fixed set of rules. To represent

our method performance by two possible situations, we use two sets of binary classes
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to evaluate its performance. First is to distinguish between the different projects,

to represent this problem; namely, the bug reports from the Lucene and Jackrabbit

(JCR) projects are combined. We then try to categorize the merged dataset back

into its original categories: Lucene and JCR. This dataset is used in Experiment 2.

Second, we classify bug reports into their corresponding types. Originally, these

bug reports were categorized into six categories. However, as the increasing number

of categories make it harder to accurately classify bug reports [6–8], the number

of categories is reduced to preserve the process performance. The used categories

are BUG and Other Requests types; the Other Requests type is a composite type

consisting of four non-bug report types: Improvement, Request for Enchantment

(RFE), Task and Test. These datasets are used in Experiment 1,3,4 and 5. Each

project class distribution is shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Class distribution of the experimented datasets

Project
Total Number of Number of Number of

Instances “Bug” Type “Other Requests” Type

Lucene 2382 1037 1345

Jackrabbit (JCR) 2328 1213 1115

HTTPClient 731 469 262

4.3. Design For Each Experiment

There are a total of five experiments in this research, and each is designed to evalu-

ate the different aspects of our method. The detail and idea behind each experiment

are given below.

Experiment 1: Comparison between Bag-of-Words and Topic Modeling

The first experiment is designed to evaluate the performance of different ways

to represent a document corpus. We experiment on a well known word-level ap-

proach, the bag-of-words model, using both term frequencies and term weight-

ing. Then we compare their results with the topic modeling approaches.

First, the document corpus is transformed into term frequencies; each in-

stance is a bug report and the value in each dimension represents the frequency

of the associated term appearing in that particular bug report. After the trans-

formation, the dataset is further processed to eliminate out the terms with an

insignificant appearance, so that dimensions with a frequency below twenty are

filtered out.

Tf-idf stands for term frequencyinverse document frequency, and it is a term

weighting method regularly applied to the bag-of-words model. The tf-idf scores
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for each term in each document are calculated via the following equations.

tf(termk,Docp) = freq(termk,Docp) (13)

Tf can be computed using Eq. 13. It represents how many times termk appears

in documentp.

idf(termk,Docp) = log
Number of Documents in theCorpus

1 + Number of DocumentsContaining termk
(14)

Idf is calculated by Eq. 14. This measure indicates the significant of the termk,

according to its appearance in the entire data corpus. The less the term is found

in other documents, the better its score.

tf − idf(termk,Docp) = tf(termk,Docp)× idf(termk,Docp) (15)

After both tf and idf are obtained, the tf-idf can be calculated using Eq. 15.

This tf-idf represents the importance of termk in documentp.

Topic modeling is a natural language processing (NLP) process, and in this

research, it is used to transform the bug report corpus into a vector matrix of

documents and topics. Each topic modeling’s topic is a group of words assumed

to represent the same or similar meaning. There are two topic modelers used

in this experiment, Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [21] and the Hierarchical

Dirichlet Process (HDP) [20]. LDA is a method commonly used in research [8];

however, the method requires the user to specify the number of topics. This

makes the method rather inconvenient when there is no prior knowledge about

the dataset.

The second topic modeler, HDP, has the advantage that it can infer the

number of topics automatically. The number of LDA’s topics in this experiment

are set to be similar to the HDP’s topics. Since the output of each run from

these topic modelers can be slightly different, due to their probabilistic property,

the experiments are done on three separate runs for each topic modeler. These

results are then averaged and shown in section 5.1.

These two topic modeling methods are experimented on to decide which

method is more suitable for our categorization method.

Four document vector corpora are used as an input for X-means cluster-

ing [24]. The number of minimum clusters is two and the maximum is ten;

each cluster is labeled according to the method described in subsection 4.1. As

X-means results can change according to the cluster seeds used, we perform an

experiment on one thousand different cluster seeds for each corpus, then aver-

age the results. All approaches are evaluated by five measurements described

in section 4.1. This experiment is done on HttpClient and JCR dataset, by

categorizing bug reports into BUG and Other Requests.

Experiment 2: Categorizing bug reports from two different projects

This experiment measures the ability of our method when trying to distinguish

between two groups of bug reports that are not closely related. To achieve this,
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the bug report from the projects Lucene and JCR, are combined. The HDP is

then employed to the topic model to the combined dataset, according to the re-

sults in Experiment 1. We then try to categorized bug reports from this dataset

into their actual projects using four different approaches.

The first two are our unsupervised method employed using two different

clustering algorithms, X-means [24] and Expectation Maximization (EM) Clus-

tering [29], both capable of inferring the appropriate number of clusters each

on their own.

For comparison, we compared our unsupervised method results with two

classification algorithms; J48, an implementation of the C4.5 decision tree [30]

and Logistic Regression [31]. These two supervised methods are used as an

upper bound of the unsupervised method, as they are created from the prior

knowledge (labeled training dataset) in which we assume that it may not exist

or is very costly to obtain. All methods are evaluated in term of the cluster’s pu-

rity/accuracy and f-measure. The results shown are the average values obtained

from three separated HDP’s runs. Both classification methods are trained and

tested using 10-fold cross-validation.

Experiment 3: Categorizing bug reports into Bug and Other Requests

The goal of this experiment is to evaluate our method performance in a more

complex situation, and to distinguish between the different types of bug reports

in the same project. Different from the previous experiment, each project is sep-

arately experimented on; the experimented on projects are HTTPClient, JCR,

and Lucene. The results of the X-means clustering are from the average of one

thousand runs. Aside from this, the settings of this experiment are similar to

4.3.

Experiment 4: Cross-Project Classification Comparison

In this experiment, we look into more competitive methods of handling the lack

of prior knowledge. Generally, when we want to categorize a project in which

no labeled training dataset is available, we usually employ cross-project clas-

sification [9]. Cross-project classification trains a classification model from the

different but similar projects that already have training data readily available.

While there are still some limitations, for many projects, this method is certain-

ly more realistic than creating a whole new training dataset from scratch. Here,

the cross-project classifiers are trained using training dataset from first one,

and then two projects, and is then compared with our unsupervised approach.

Experiment 5: Cluster Labeling Results Comparison

This experiment shows the results of several cluster labeling algorithms. Most

cluster labeling research is done on the word-document vectors [13], not the

topic ones, so that some processes are required to make them capable of properly

handling topic-level clusters. In this experiment, there is a total of three labeling

methods, as described in section 3.3
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5. Results

In this section, we present five experimental results as described in section 4.3. The

experiments are performed on Lucene, Jackrabbit (JCR) and HTTPClient datasets.

5.1. Experiment 1: Comparison between Bag-of-Words and Topic

Modeling

While previous studies have shown the advantages of topic modeling in classification

[8] and information retrieval (IR) [18,19], its efficiency in bug report clustering has

hardly been explored. The goal of our experiment is to verify the benefits of using

topic modeling and selecting the best topic modeler that is most compatible with

our framework. Four different methods for representing the document corpus are

investigated: Tf, Tf-idf, LDA, and HDP. The set of document vectors from each

method is then used as input for X-means clustering. The experiment is done on

HTTPClient and JCR datasets.

Table 2 presents the result of this experiment. The lower part of the table shows

F-measure: per class and Weight Average summarizing the overall performance from

both classes

Table 2. Experiment1:Comparison between different Dataset Dimension

HTTPClient JCR

Bag-of-Words Topic Model Bag-of-Words Topic Model

Tf Tf-Idf LDA HDP Count Tf-Idf LDA HDP

Overall
Num Dim 1220 1220 52 52.67 1922 1922 52 55.67

Accuracy 0.645 0.573 0.559 0.596 0.533 0.553 0.620 0.625

BUG

Precision 0.646 0.676 0.747 0.711 0.529 0.585 0.639 0.638

Recall 0.991 0.725 0.490 0.641 0.938 0.653 0.661 0.649

F-measure 0.782 0.629 0.539 0.656 0.676 0.576 0.595 0.625

Other

Precision 0.712 0.625 0.452 0.459 0.601 0.580 0.642 0.640

Recall 0.025 0.302 0.684 0.516 0.091 0.443 0.575 0.600

F-measure 0.048 0.224 0.510 0.467 0.155 0.436 0.564 0.605

WeightAVG

Precision 0.669 0.658 0.642 0.621 0.564 0.583 0.640 0.639

Recall 0.645 0.573 0.559 0.596 0.533 0.553 0.620 0.625

F-measure 0.519 0.484 0.529 0.588 0.426 0.509 0.580 0.616

From Table 2, we see that even with the removal of the terms with less frequency,

the bag-of-words approaches still have a very high number of dimensions. This

results in a very sparse high-dimensional space degrading the clustering efficiency.

In both datasets, the topic model approaches perform better than the word-level

approaches, and have higher weight average F-measures in all situations. While the
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Tf method has better accuracy in HTTPClient dataset, its performance in Other

class is clearly suffered due to a heavy bias toward the majority class (BUG). This

confirms that using topic modeling can efficiently reduce the sparseness of the bug

report dataset and project it into a space more suitable for clustering.

When compared between the two topic modelers, the HDP method is shown to

be more compatible with our method. The results of using HDP document vectors

are better than LDA in almost all aspects. Further more, HDP is also more auto-

mated than LDA,and is capable of assuming the number of topics by itself. With

these two factors combined, we are confident that HDP topic modeling is more

compatible with our method for representing a set of document vectors.

5.2. Experiment 2: Categorizing bug reports from different projects

This experiment evaluates the performance of our unsupervised framework in the

simple task of capturing the structural differences of bug reports from two software

engineering projects. In this experiment, our framework adopted two clustering

methods, X-means and Expectation Maximization (EM), with both capable of as-

suming the number of cluster on their’s own. The upper bounds are created using

two, well-known classification algorithms: J48 and Logistic Regression. Both super-

vised and unsupervised learning are performed on the same HDP dimensions. The

result is shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Experiment2: Categorizing bug reports from different projects

Train 2 dataset/ Lucene + JCR

Overall

Num Instance 4710

Num Topic 57.333

Method Xmeans EM J48 Logistic

Accuracy 0.8671 0.7939 0.9155 0.9646

F1

JCR 0.8675 0.7891 0.9147 0.9640

Lucene 0.8666 0.7914 0.9163 0.9653

WeightAVG 0.8670 0.7876 0.9157 0.9647

As shown in Table 3, the performance of our method, while lower, is still com-

parable to the supervised learning one. For the X-means approach, its average F-

measure is 5.62 and 11.26 percent lower than its upper-bounds, J48 and Logistic

Regression, respectively. On the other hand, the EM clustering performance is not

as decent; its performance is 16.26 and 22.49 percent lower, despite having a higher

number of clusters (12.667 while X-means only created 4).
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5.3. Experiment 3: Categorizing bug reports in one project into

Bug and Other Requests (In-Project Classification)

This experiment categorizes bug reports from the one project into two differen-

t classes: BUG and Other Requests. The experiments are done on three different

datasets: HTTPClient, JCR, and Lucene. Bug reports in each project are trans-

formed into three sets of topic document vectors, using three separated HDP runs

with the same setting. In each set, we perform 1,000 runs with the X-means ap-

proach for a total of 9,000 runs in this experiment.

The result is shown in Table 4. The value in each cell is averaged from three

HDP runs, except for the X-means, which is from 3,000 runs.

Table 4. Experiment3: Categorizing bug reports in one project into Bug and Other Requests

HTTPClient JCR Lucene

O
ve

ra
ll Instance 731 2328 2382

NumTopic 52.667 55.667 47.667

Methods Xmeans J48 Logistic Xmeans J48 Logistic Xmeans J48 Logistic

Accuracy 0.596 0.626 0.710 0.625 0.636 0.745 0.601 0.633 0.710

F
1

BUG 0.656 0.717 0.787 0.625 0.632 0.732 0.438 0.565 0.634

OtherReq 0.467 0.448 0.550 0.605 0.639 0.756 0.688 0.682 0.760

WeightAVG 0.588 0.621 0.702 0.616 0.636 0.745 0.579 0.631 0.705

Table 4 illustrates how this task of categorizing bug reports from the same

project is a much harder task; all approaches perform worse here compared to the

previous experiment.

As shown in Table 4, the F-measures of our X-means approach and J48 are still

in close proximity, with a 5.90 percent difference in the average F-measure from

three projects. This shows that even in a complex environment the performance of

our framework is comparable to J48, the well-known classifier.

When compared to Logistic Regression, the difference here is significant; our

method average F-measure is 0.123 (20.71 percent) lower. However, as mentioned

previously, sometimes obtaining a training dataset in the first place can be quite

challenging. In those situations, using our unsupervised framework can provide a

good solution to the problem, as no training set is required.

5.4. Experiment 4: Comparison between Our Method and

Cross-Project Classification

While Experiments 5.2 and 5.3 are performed in a circumstance where the su-

pervised approach has a very clear advantage, learning directly from the desired

project, this experiment provides a more competitive situation.
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Here, our unsupervised framework stays the same as in Experiment 5.3, while

the classification models are trained using labeled datasets from other projects [9].

From the three datasets: HTTPClient, JCR, and Lucene, cross-project classification

is performed using all possible combinations. Bug reports are transformed into three

sets of topic vectors using three separated HDP runs, and their results are averaged.

Figure 5 presents this experimental result. The Y-axis is an average of the weight-

ed F-measure while the X-axis shows the used methods, which are grouped according

to the testing projects.

Fig. 5. F-measure comparison between Our Method and Cross-Project Classification

Figure 5 shows that, without any training data, the performance of our frame-

work is better than the J48 by 5.16 percent. However, when compared to the Logistic

Regression, its performance is 7.63 percent lower. While this indicates that if la-

beled datasets from similar projects are available, Logistic Regression can perform

significantly better than our framework, but our framework can still provide a good

alternative. As in many scenarios, even with cross-project classification, a labeled

data matched with the desired categories can still be hard to acquire due to the nu-

merous ways that bug reports can be categorized. For example: the types of package

conflict [4], the types of bug report [5], the types of bugs, etc.

The four experiments above demonstrate that our framework is capable of clas-

sify bug reports automatically and reliably.

5.5. Experiment 5: Cluster Labeling Results

This experiment evaluates our cluster labeling process. Because there are only a few

methods that can be directly applied to the cluster in topic space, we modify a clus-

ter labeling method proposed by Carmelet et al [13]. This modified labeling method

(JSD) and labeling using the title of the closest instance method (Section3.3) are

employed as to provide comparison methods for cluster labeling.
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Table 5 shows part of the labeling result, and this result is from one of the runs

on the HTTPClient dataset from Experiment 2. The columns in this Table are the

original cluster ID, while each row shows the cluster labels. The labeling methods

are JSD, Labeling using the NLP Chunk, and the Title of the Closest Instance.

These method are described in Section 3.3.

On the lower part of the table are rows that represent the number of instances in

each class: BUG and Other Requests. Each cluster is labeled by its majority class;

the detail method is described in Section 4.1.

Table 5. Experiment5: Cluster Labeling Results

HttpClient

HDP 2 run

Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Cluster 3

BUG Others BUG

J
en

se
n

S
h

an
n

o
n

D
iv

er
g
en

ce
(J

S
-

D
)

connection connection

connection

abstracthttpclient.java

timeout getmethod

rulebasedcollator logs

exception debug

cache patch serializable

equals encoding httpclient

mockito socket encoding

configuration

cookie uri http

authentication http guide

file authentication debug

http

L
ab

el
in

g
u

si
n

g

N
L

P
C

h
u

n
k

http request connection
timeout,

multi threaded
connection manager,

closed socket,

s catch stale connection

chunked encoding,
alive debug headers transfer

encoding,

transfer encoding header,

cache responses headers

cookie domain attribute,
cookie domain,
domain public
credentials,

domain com cookies

T
it

le
of

C
lo

se
t

In
st

an
ce

Connection is not
released back to the
pool if a runtime,

An IOException or

RuntimeException

leaves the underlying

socket in an

undetermined state

RequestEntity
EntityEnclosingMethod

have inconsistent Javadocs
use deprecated variables,

Do not consume the

remaining response content

if the connection is to be

closed

Invalid redirects are not

corrected, Di-

gestScheme.authenticate

returns invalid

authorization string

when algorithm is null

Num Class

BUG
89 163 217

Num Class

Others
30 135 97

From the example result from Table5, clusters 1 and 3 are labeled as BUG

classes. Their results are reliable, having an internal cluster purity around 0.7. On
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the other hand, cluster 2 which is assigned to Other class has not quite as good a

result. The bug reports within it are mixed, containing a high number of reports

from both classes. The three labeling methods are present in Table5 label cluster

with different granularities: word, phrase and sentence level. We only discuss the

quality of labels from cluster 1 and 3, as their purity are quite high so that it is

easier to identify the main subjects in each cluster.

For the word level, with labeling using Jensen Shannon Divergence (JSD), we

can see that while some labels are representative and make sense; e.g. ”connec-

tion”, ”timeout”, ”exception” and ”debug” in cluster 1, the majority of its reports

are related to ”connection problems”. However some of its labels, such as ”abstrac-

thttpclient.java”, ”getmethod” or ”rulebasedcollator”, are clearly not that suitable

to be a cluster label. Out of ten suggested labels, the numbers of usable labels are

six and four, in cluster 1 and 3, respectively. This shows that using a word level

approach for labeling a cluster of bug reports can introduce some problems since,

unlike in a general document, many software engineering terms are too specific to

be understood without their context.

For the sentence level, labeling is done using the title of the closest instance to

the cluster center, and while it can provide a decent idea of what bug reports in that

cluster are related to, there are a few problems. First, it largely depends on how

informative the title is. As the report’s title is written by just one submitter, whose

knowledge related to that particular report is not guaranteed, it is very possible

that its title will be misleading or not contain enough information. For example,

the title ”Invalid redirects are not corrected” is too short and can not be easily

assigned to either of the two categories.

For the phrase level the generated labels are quite representative. In cluster 1, all

of the top four labels are related to ”connection” which is the main topic of cluster

1. Moreover, three out of these labels are associated with ”connection problems”,

topics strongly correlated with the BUG category to which the majority of reports

in cluster 1 were classified. The same trend can be found in cluster 3, related to

”authentication”, which means that all the suggested phrases are representative

as they all contain words like ”cookie” or ”credentials”. This indicates that this

labeling method can provide a high quality set of labels that are both compact and

representative.

6. Threats to Validity

This research is subject to threats to validity induced by the limitations of our

approach. The most important threats are listed below.

6.1. Measurements used

The evaluation measurements used in this research are: cluster purity, accuracy,

precision, recall and F-measure. While these measurements are well-known and
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commonly used in many past studies, we still can not guarantee that the result

would be the same if other measurements are used instead.

6.2. The categories of bug reports

As mentioned previously, bug reports can be categorized in many ways. Our exper-

iments are performed only on two sets of categories, and as such, the performance

of our framework in other sets of categories still cannot be guaranteed.

6.3. Experimented Datasets

Our experiments are performed on the dataset of previous study. Even if these

datasets are manually inspected and cross-validated, some errors might still remain,

which could slightly change the result of our experiments. The research subjects

of our experiment are also limited; all experiments are performed on bug reports

of projects written in Java using the JIRA bug tracker. This data might not be

representative of other programming languages or bug tracker systems.

6.4. Heuristics parameters

Some parameters used in our approach and evaluation are heuristics. These param-

eters are:

• The number of top words for topic modeling is set at 50 for both the HDP and

LDA topic modelers

• The minimum and maximum number of clusters for the X-means algorithm

(Set to two and ten receptively)

• Number of suggested labels for each label algorithm in Experiment 5.4

6.5. Coverage of other possible parameters and approaches

Due to the modular property of our framework, there are simply too many ways

that it can be adjusted. While this property is intended and beneficial, there are

just too many possible setting combinations for us to experiment on. For instance,

instead of LDA or HDP, the topic modeling algorithm can easily be changed, the

same could be said for the clustering algorithm as well.

7. Related Work

Nowadays, the bug report system is undeniably a fundamental part of any software

engineering project. Aside from its usual benefits, it also provides a good quantity

of information which can be extracted and analyzed. A large number of software

engineering systems and research are based on this extracted information [1,32–34].

They are used in the bug triaging systems [33], in defects prediction [35] to pre-

dict software defects, and also in many other tasks [1,32,34]. However, as previous
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researches [5, 23] point out, a significant number of bug reports are actually mis-

classified..

There is some research related to bug reports categorization. Some [5] use an

manual inspection to classify bug reports according to their interested categories.

While using a traditional approach like this has its own benefits and is necessary

in some situations, it usually requires more time and human resources than what

most projects can actually afford.

To solve this problem, previous research proposes an automated system for cat-

egorizing bug reports. Most research uses classification [7], a supervised learning

approach, to learn concepts from a labeled dataset. The previous research by Thung

et al. [35] classified a type of defect, using code features and bag-of-word document

vectors. Anvik et al. [36] use classification in their bug triaging systems. Some re-

search created systems for detecting bug reports that are actually related to bug.

Antoniol et al. [23] proposes using tf-idf word vectors to create a classification mod-

el, while some researches [8, 17] suggest that the LDA [21] topic vectors should be

used instead.

While the supervised learning approach clearly has its advantages, there are

also some limitations. Obtaining the historical data to use as a training dataset is,

usually, not an easy task. Unless it is already readily available, a lot of human effort

will be required to gather and correct that dataset [5]. This issue is worsened by the

fact that many software companies won’t release their data to the public, making

a difficult problem become even more challenging. Furthermore, using classification

can limit what we learn from the data. For instance, if two groups well separated

are formed into one category, it might be better to split that category into two.

To solve the lack of the historical data problem, cross-project classification is

usually employed. Some research studies the performance of cross-project defect

prediction [10, 11, 37]. While this method can solve the lack of the data problem,

it also comes with a trade-off. Most of the time, the classification performance will

become significantly lower [10].

Although not as common as supervised learning, unsupervised learning has been

used in software engineering areas. Previous study by Anvik [38] proposes using

clustering in the bug triaging while Podgurski et al. [39] cluster software failure

reports to determine similar errors.

However, using clustering alone introduces a new problem; its result can be

hard to interpret. As such, it would be much more beneficial if each cluster is

labeled by what it is most related to, and cluster labeling algorithms are created

for this purpose. These algorithms come in several granularity levels: term, N-gram

and sentence. In 2006, Carmel et al. [14] suggested the cluster labeling approach

for labeling general documents using JSD terms extraction, which they further

improved by utilizing Wikipedia in 2009 [13]. There is also a previous study for a

bug report summarization which uses a word document vector [12].
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8. Conclusion

In this paper we propose a framework for categorizing bug reports automatically

by utilizing topic modeling and clustering algorithms. Compared to the traditional

supervised learning method, our framework provides the definitive benefit of not

requiring any training dataset, while still having comparable, albeit lower, perfor-

mance to the supervised approach. Our framework could be deployed to automat-

ically classify bug reports for a newly deployed project, to categorize bug reports

in to several groups based on its text or to help as a label suggestion system for

manual data inspection.

In addition, we also presented a new cluster labeling method that can be used

in topic space. Different from previous approaches, it takes into account both topic

and word distribution. Its labels are also created from a noun phrase, making them

both compact and meaningful.

Future work is to further improve the categorization performance while still

retaining its nonparametric and non prior knowledge properties. To further prove

the generality of our framework, we also aim to do more experiments on a wider

range of categories, projects, and bug tracker systems.
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